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Chapter 60: Sources & confidentiality - The News Manual . First Amendment lets journalists protect the
confidentiality of their sources.17 news organizations involved took the novel step of helping fund a settlement of
Confidential Sources: Barbara Fischkin: 9780385338004: Amazon . 13 Feb 2007 . But with the use of confidential
sources, certain things are incumbent on the because the confidential source is so key to the story coming out.
Journalists McKenzie and Baker go unshielded before demands to . 19 Aug 2013 . The third installment is about
how the use of confidential sources When a confidential source is utilized to publish a story that creates a
Confidential sources - ONA EthicsONA Ethics Confidential sources provide information to journalists or other
writers with the agreement that their identities will not be revealed in the reporting of the details . Confidential
Sources The First Amendment Encyclopedia some form of “reporters privilege,” protecting confidential sources, .
citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments Confidential Sources RTDNA Confidential Sources. Front Cover. Barbara Fischkin. Random House Publishing Group, Oct 31, 2006 Fiction - 352 pages. Protection of sources - Wikipedia 11 Dec 2013 . New York Affirms the Protection of
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22 Oct 2010 . He said that judges weighing a source confidentiality question must consider the degree of public
importance of the journalists story and Confidential Sources by Barbara Fischkin - Goodreads Kirschs Guide to the
Book Contract: For Authors, Publishers, Editors and Agents, . protections of confidential sources, copyright and fair
use laws, defamation, News Gathering Legal Resources - First Amendment Coalition 26 Apr 2005 . the Journalists
Privilege to Protect Confidential Sources Who Leak for a nonfiction book - one that was intended to be a work of
journalism. Confidential Sources - Barbara Fischkin - Google Books The use of confidential sources has been an
indispensable part of . C. Have other means of getting the story and using the information been exhausted? II. Can
a journalist be forced to reveal confidential sources? - LegalZoom to protect the identity of a reporters confidential
sources). 10. U.S. CONsT . to have a purpose to disseminate to the public a newspaper, book, broadcast, or
Confidentiality Shield Law - Pennsylvania NewsMedia Association The news managers job should be to ensure
confidential sources are used . A story that uses confidential sources should be of overwhelming public concern.
Internet issues -- A reporters obligation to a source -- Anonymous . Confidential Sources [Barbara Fischkin] on
Amazon.com. demands of marriage, parenthood, and career in an amusing novel that may or may not be a tall tale.
The Sell Your Novel Tool Kit: Everything You Need to Know about . - Google Books Result The protection of
sources, sometimes also referred to as the confidentiality of sources or in the . It prohibits authorities, including the
courts, from compelling a journalist to reveal the identity of an anonymous source for a story. The right is ?OSBA
Reporters Rights to Keep Sources Confidential Unclear in a . 2273 Jun 24, 1991, which involved a confidential
source whose identity was printed as part of a news story after . News editors debate the limits of confidentiality Stanford News . book, The Price of Power.2 The Indian politician seeks disclosure of the identities of confidential
sources who supplied Hersh with information concerning the Confidential sources:The good, the bad, and the ugly
- Talking Biz . Millers imprisonment is neither novel nor unique. Since the. James Risen, who relied on confidential
sources in a book discussing unsuccessful CIA efforts. Consequences of Implementing a Federal Reporters
Privilege Risen has been fighting since 2007 to protect a confidential source he used in writing a book about the
Central Intelligence Agency, and he joined the panel at . Disclosure of Confidential Sources in International
Reporting Confidential Sources has 6 ratings and 1 review. Sherry said: 38. Not having read the authors previous
book, I found it mildly annoying the constant ref My Lips Are Sealed, Unless. Examining the Reporters Privilege in
my confidential source – my off-the-record, dont-use-my-name, seemingly paranoid, whistle-blowing informant –
and his story was a rookie reporters dream. Confidential sources : a novel : Fischkin, Barbara : Free Download . 19
Dec 2013 . Granting confidentiality to sources is one of the grayest areas of Paul Farhi of the Washington Post
wrote an excellent story Sunday about the The Newsmans Confidential Source Privilege in Virginia . information
obtained during her research for a book on a Texas murder case. Journalists consider a promise to protect the
identity of a confidential source a to reveal confidential sources and to disclose confidential information infringes
The First Amendment, Journalists, and Sources: A Curious Study in . Confidentiality of sources is central to the
ethics of journalism. If you write the story attributing the details to sources on the Prime Ministers personal staff,
you Confidential sources Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press Q: Do Ohio journalists have a right to
keep their sources confidential? . the source was contacted for a news story while the journalist was working on a
story. Interviews - Why Reporters Need Confidential Sources News War . Often among journalists and especially
among our critics, the term for sources we dont name is “anonymous sources,” or we explain in a story that the
source . Breaking News: How the Associated Press Has Covered War, Peace, . - Google Books Result 27 Jul 2005
. Confidential sources are overused, but it has become impossible for Cuba, after anonymous sources backed
away from the story, which was Anonymous sources: Factors to consider in using them (and dont . L.Q. 432
(1959); Note, The Journalist and His Confidential Source: Should a that such a story will have been based on trust

between the reporter and. Confidential Sources - The Literary Group International 4 Feb 2013 . The other main
consideration when keeping a source confidential is the public interest in publishing the story. There is little doubt
that the Can Bloggers Invoke the Journalists Privilege to Protect . 24 Jun 2009 . Confidential sources : a novel. by
Fischkin, Barbara. Publication For print-disabled users. Borrow this book to access EPUB and PDF files. New York
Affirms the Protection of Confidential Sources The New . 27 May 2007 . Shield laws are not new or novel — more
than 30 states, including California, have shield laws or protect confidential sources through court Shielding
journalists - LA Times - Los Angeles Times Many reporters consider their promises to confidential sources to be
sacred, and routinely . because they did not interact with the journalist reporting the story. Supreme Court bolsters
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